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DIFFERENTIATED VALUE PROPOSITION
LN GLOBAL CAREER SERVICES LLP is a gold-standard, in-demand career
services company with proven results in transforming careers, maximizing
opportunities and increasing quality of life/earnings for valued clients on a
daily basis. With 90% clients across the USA, Australia, Canada, Middle East
and some regions in Europe, we utilize industry best practices to meet all
ATS/HRIS requirements and deliver customized/client-centered services and
documentation that are unmatched in terms of quality, costs and results! 

A premier career documentation service
provider & a personal branding strategist
Recognized as a startup by the Department for Promotion of
Industry and Internal Trade (Government of India) within the
'Human Resources' industry and 'Talent Management' sector.

INTRODUCTION

01
BOARD & C-SUITE RESUMES
PROFESSIONAL RESUMES
FEDERAL & MILITARY RESUMES

02
LINKEDIN PROFILE OPTIMIZATION
EXECUTIVE BIOS/BIOGRAPHY FOR
WEBSITES & NETWORKING

03
CAREER COACHING
INTERVIEW COACHING TO
EXECUTIVES & PROFESSIONALS

04
PERSONAL BRANDING 
PROFILE STRATEGY CONSULTATION
MANAGEMENT CONSULTING

OUR CORE SERVICES



ONE of the 40+ worldwide 
Certified Master Resume Writer's from
Career Directors International (CDI, USA)
I am also a Certified Professional Resume Writer (CPRW) from
Professional Association of Resume Writers & Career Coaches, USA

WHY HIRE ARCHAN ...

PROFESSIONAL BACKGROUND
With Entrepreneurship and Management qualifications, along with CMRW &
CPRW certifications, I bring to table over two decades of management and
leadership experience across diverse industries. I have served in managerial
and leadership positions with various corporate organizations in the
pharmaceuticals, manufacturing, insurance, financial, and technology sectors. 

With successful clients in sales, marketing, executive, technical, and
operations leadership roles, I have maintained 97% success rate in securing
interviews through my services. My LinkedIn profiles have achieved
tremendous response from employers across the globe for candidates.

I PROVIDE INDUSTRY THOUGHT SERVICES THAT -

01
Stupendously improves the
wording, organization and design of your
Resume, CV, LinkedIn, and Biography.

02
Optimizes the impact of your experiences
and accurately portrays your skills and
achievements.

03
Exhibits your strengths accurately, with
precision, and convert your resume into a
powerful marketing tool.

04
My resume writing services wins jobs and
quick attention from hiring managers at
various Fortune-ranked companies. 

I efficiently and effortlessly succeed in drawing out the strengths employers focus on when selecting
candidates. My novel, consultative approach has resulted in a strong success rate for my clients. I help
clients transform an average Manager, GM, VP, C-level Executive or Director resume into a document
that demands to be read & gain attention! We deliver ATS-HRIS friendly resumes.

A professionally written resume from a
Certified Writer has a 80%+ chance of being
read and generate 2-3 times as many
interviews.

100% Satisfaction Guaranteed!

Employers are 95% more likely to read a
resume with a cover letter .

Job seekers are 95% more likely to land an
interview with a professionally written resume

Master Resume Writer 
Global Career & Interview Coach
Premium LinkedIn Service Provider



INVEST IN YOURSELF
My services are an investment that you make in yourself – be it Resume
writing & LinkedIn optimization, or career coaching or interview coaching! I
expect my clients to make or save more money than it costs to engage me.
That’s a grand thing for me to believe. It counts for nothing if my clients don’t
believe it. I want my clients to see specific value: a return on their investment. 

Consider the résumé writer who produces “CUT RATE” OR “CHEAP” résumés
at very low cost. He/she can charge less because his/her labor is less. But
his/her brand will be defined for him/her—by his/her clients (whose “CUT
RATE / CHEAP” résumés keep them from the best jobs) and by perspective
employers (who recognize OVERUSED & UNORIGINAL writing when they see
it). His/her brand is cheap. It only gets worse. 

Others in the industry would never refer a client to him/her. Because he/she
has no new ideas, he/she never contributes to the literature, you never see him
at professional conferences. If the work didn’t reflect so poorly on our industry,
he/she would be irrelevant. That is why greatness in what you do is never
negotiable. While “cheap” isn’t something we want to be associated with
either, it does remind us about the levels of investment we set and the value
we deliver. Here is an example –
 
Let’s say I write a package for an executive who is currently at INR 18 LAC
annual salary and is expecting an INR 24 LAC annual salary. I quote INR 12500
for the résumé. Each week my prospective client remains unemployed costs
him the INR 11506 (approximately) he didn’t earn. 

Hence the concept of investing in yourself.

SERVICE PHILOSOPHY
"Ultimately, there's one investment that supersedes

all others: Invest in yourself" - Warren Buffet 
(an American business magnate, investor, speaker, and philanthropist

who serves as the chairman and CEO of Berkshire Hathaway)

Interview-Winning,
Individually Designed, 

Expertly Written, 
& Professionally Presented Resumes

Thank You & Best Regards
Archan Trivedi, CMRW, CPRW
WWW.LNCAREERS.IN
Email - ARCHAN@LNCAREERS.IN
Contact - (079) 40091810


